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Streetwise Barcelona Metro Map - Laminated Metro Map of Barcelona Spain - Folding pocket size

subway map for travelThis map includes the following:Barcelona Metro Map with station index on

the back.Navigate the Barcelona metro system with ease using our pocket size Barcelona Metro

Map.Â  This small an compact metro map is not much larger than a credit card when folded and is

laminated for long lasting durability.The STREETWISE Barcelona Metro map is one of hundreds of

detailed and easy-to-read maps designed and published by STREETWISE.Â  For a larger selection

of our detailed travel maps simply type STREETWISE MAPS into the  search bar.Â  And don't

forget to check out our regular STREETWISE Barcelona map.Â  It's always one of the top selling

maps of Barcelona on .com
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'Don't leave home without STREETWISE.' --The New York Times'STREETWISE is an absolute

travel essential.' --Travel + Leisure Magazine

I mistakenly thought that this was a map of the Barcelona metropolitan area. It is actually just a

single-panel (and very tiny) map of the Barcelona Metro (i.e., subway).A disappointment.

Overpriced and not particularly useful. This content was included in another product I purchased

("Streetwise Barcelona Map", I wasn't aware of this), so this was a total waste of money. However,

resources online are much better for free. You can easily print out a larger scale version of the



metro map (which I did) and use that for your trip planning. The metro in BCN is actually very easy

to navigate and an expensive laminated map is not at all necessary.

perfect size and very accurate. great price too

Extremely convenient to have in my pocket. I used this map more than any other that I carried with

me. It folds up nice and compactly in the pocket and it is very easy to read. The lamination started

peeling by the end of my trip, which is not surprising given the amount that I used it, and it was still

easily read even with the lamination peeling.

This is only one panel of a three panel product as sold everywhere else on the planet. I was

expecting a STREET map on a STREETWISE product and it is only a subway map. Very

disappointing. Very misleading. "Metro" means "metropolitan area" to a lot of us in this world.

too small to be useful to my old eyes. It was essentially unreadable to me. Many paper maps

(usually free at hotels) had a metro section anyway, making this a duplicate to carry around.

nice laminated subway map, but writing is too small for my eyes, even with my glasses on. good to

bring along in wallet and purse.

size is convenient, but stops are out of date - i was better off using a printout from the internet with

the most current stops on it
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